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Summary 

The Foster House is a two-andone-half story, hick masonry residence designed in the 
traditional American plan known as the "foursquare," but with Prairie style and Craftsman 
influences, Its solid, massive aspect is relieved only by two single story, hipped roof p h e s  
on the eastern and southern elevations and a single, central gable mf d m e r  on the eastem 
elevation. 

The Foster House is a two-and-one-half story, Mck masonry residential structure designed 
within the American vernacular idiom kmwn as the "fomquare" house, but with distinct 
Craftsman and M e  style influences. As implied by the name, the plan of the main block 
of the house i s  essentialIy square; a low, single story, hiwed mf room is attached to the 
southwest c m e r  of the main b h k  and south of a two-story, hipped roof ell projecting from 
the main block's northwest corner. Furthermore, an open, single stmy hipped roof porch 
extends across the full length of the eastern or front facade, and a smaller, single story hipped 
rwf porte cochere is attached to the center of the southern elevation. A total of three 
chimneys - dl brick -- project from the hipped mf of the main block: two frOm the southern 
roof slope, placed symmetrically along the elevation, and the other fjom the nmhern slope, 
placed cenmlly. The mf surfaces throughout are covered with asphalt shingles, the walls an 
dark red brick with wood friezes and brackets beneath the cornice, and the ensire structure is 
supported on a continuous brick foundation f a d  with concrete. 

The eastern or h n t  fa& is symmetrically divided into three bays on both of the main 
floors, with a central, single-leaf enw on the first floor and a central gabled dormer projecting 
from the slope of the hipped mf. On the first floor, the central entry is flanked by two pair 
of four-over-one wood sash windows and s h e l t d  by the projecting hipped mf p h ,  which 
is suppmed by four brick columns and two brick wall pilasters resting on a concrete floor, 
The second floor is lighted by lthtee sywme~cally-placed pairs of four-over-one wood sash 
windows, and d m e r  above is lighted with two fxed seven-pane Prairie style windows. 

The southern elevation is asynrmettical, with three larger stvtn-over-one w d  sash windows 
placed irregularly across the second story, dong with a smaller window of identical sash 
c o n f i ~ t i o n .  The first floor is accessed via a central, single-leaf enmce with a t ransom that 
is flanked to the east by a small pair of multi-pane casement windows and to the west by a 
taller seven-over-one wood sash window. Tb the east, a pair of tall, seven-over-one casement 
windows lights the wall near the eastern elevation; to the west, near the single story mom at 
the rear, is another large seven-over-one wood sash window. The single-stary hipped roof pme 
cochere is supported on two brick columns and two wall pilasters and placed over the central 
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entrance and immediately flanking windows, The northern elevation is also asymmetrically 
organized. On the first flm, a single grouping t~ the east consists of two smaller seven- 
over-one wodd sash windows flanking a central, larger window of identical sash configuration. 
In the center, a pair of seven-pane casement windows to the east of center is balanced by a 
Iarger pair of seven-over-one w w d  sash windows to the west. The story is finished by a single 
seven-over-me wood sash window no the west, The second story is lighted by a single seren- 
over-one wood sash window 10 the east, a s d l a  w d  sash window of identical pane 
configuration toward the center, a pair of seven-over-one wood sash windows toward ~c 
western elevation and two pair of ten-pane casement windows (for the sun porch within) 
finishing the elevation. 

The western elevation consists of another gabled dormer in the cen te~  of the mf slope, 
directly opposite that on the eastern elevation, set above the short hipped mf ell and single 
stoq r m .  The single story room is lighted by two symmetrically-placed seven-over-one wood 
sash windows, and the wall of the main block above is lighted by a single, asymmetrically- 
placed wood sash window of identical configuration. The second stmy of the projecting ell 

& is blank toward the south and lighted by four pair of ten-pane casement windows to the n o d .  
The first story below is accessed via a single-leaf entry that is surmounted by a long, 
horizontal transom that dso extends over the horizontal pane windows to the south, 

Significant exterior details of note include the variety of multi-pane windows that punctuate 
the exterior elevations throughout. E m a n y  noteworthy are the seven-over-one Prairie style 
windows, with their geomen-ic syrruneny and thin, delicate muntins. The shallow brackets that 
decorate the overhanging eaves throughout prefigure she exposed rafters that would 'become 
a signature of the Craftsman style, and knee braces -- also a Craftsman feature -- mament 
both roof dormers, which are finished with delicately panelled vergeboards. Finally, the 
geometric decorarive brick panelling employed at the tops of the brick columns, pilasters and 
chimneys echoes the geometry of the windows and further reflects the M e  style influences 
and its debt to Japanese architecture. 

This geometric theme is carried over to the interior dso. h addition to the geometry lent the 
interior also by the geomtric windows, such features as the main brick fmplace on lthe first 
floor are designed with the same eye toward the geometric patterning of the brick in both 
horizontal and diagonal arrangements. Most notewotnhy of all, however, is the balustrade that 
ornaments the main, quarter-turn staircase to the second floor. The newel posts each feature 
applied geomenic stick decaratian near the top, smounted by a w d  cap that is both 
rounded and beveled on four sides. The balustrade between the newels consists of thin pieces 
of wood jig-sawn ta form a delicate, vertical rhythm around the h t  Ianding and up the 
staircase itself. An original w d  bench in front of the staircase an the first floor provides a 
transition frm the floor to the staircase that is both visually satisfying and functional. The 
stairs themselves are cansmcted of stained wood and feature mads that project slightly from 
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the supporting risers. Other interior features of note include w number of multi-pane French 
doors between rrwnns and simpler, wood panel doors on the second floor. 

The Foster House is in a remarkable state of preservation and has been changed only slightly 
over the past seventy-four years. The current owner is in the process of =storing much of the 
original plaster and other finishes within, and plans include only slight modifications to the 
floor pIan on the second floor. 

The nomination also includes the original single story, hipped roof brick garage building just 
to the west of the residence. 
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Summary Criterion C, local significance 

The Foster House is eligible under Criterion C with local si-cance as the best extant 
example in this neighborhood of Hope of a foursquare plan residence with M e  style and 
Craftsman influences. Such details as the panelled vergeboards on the gabled dormer, the 
geometric hick detaiIing at the sops of the brick columns and the four-over-one w d  sash 
windows distinguish this design as one of the few examples of the style that was created by 
Frank Lloyd Wright and spread throughout the country by his students. 

Elaboration 

The Foster House was designed in 1917 by the Texukana firm of Witt, S i e h  and SIalsey 
and completed in 1918. It was commissioned by Leonidas Alston Foster, a prominent 
businessman in Hope and the surrounding vicinity who, along with his wife Elizabeth Walker 
Foster, could trace his family" s t s  from Virginia and South Carolina, Mr. Foster's family 
had been among the earliest to purchase and clear prized Red River bottomlands in 
Lafayem, Miller and Hempstead counties in the years before and after the Civil War, and 
these investments later served Foster well. 

Hope, in addition to becoming a regional transpmtatim hub with the arrival of several 
i n t e r n %  railroad lines after the Civil War, also became a regional cotton processing and 
marketing center in southwest Arkansas. The importan= of this crop to the entire county 
was e v i d e n d  by the large number of cotton gins that dotted the countryside throughout 
during the Iate nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. ICRe Foster (as he was called 
locally), between his own agricultural land hoI&ngs and his dealings as a prominent Hope 
cotton broker, prospered sufficiently to become one of the driving forces behind the 
chartering of the Citizens National Bank of Hope, of which he also became one of the 
directors. LRe and Liza Foster remained active In the Hope community throughout their lives, 
and in a variety of arenas. Lee Foster was instrumental in securing the location of the 
University of Arkansas Experiment Station east of Hope, He also smed the First 
Presbyterian Church as one of its elders, and his wife was active in virtually a l l  phases of 
church activity. They were both also known to be both socially and politicdIy active in 
Hope and Hempstead County, though neither ever held any known political ofice. 

It then seems only fitting thht the Foster family would desire not only a spacious and 
Impasing residence for themselves and their four children, but also one of the most up-to- 
date and architecturally sophisticated. Such nationd archizecmal pu blicntions as The Western 
Architect publicized the early wmk of the Prairie school architects, the most dented of 
which was Frank Lloyd Wright, though the work of such other contempom5es as Walter 
Burley Griffin and Barry B p e  was also innovative and worthy of note. Such periodicals 
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had fully embraced the evolving Rairie style by the first few years of the second decade of 
the twentieth century and reproduced both photographs and drawings for a growing national 
audience. Thus it is not surprising ta detect the influence of this new American style in the 
architectural designs of such trained architecturd fm as Witt, Siebert and Halsey of 
Texarkana, Arkansas, which were surely keeping a close eye on their contemporaries to try 
and anticipate the next shift in popular American taste, 

However, it is dm not surprising that such a firm would adapt this style and certain of its 
decorative features to mole traditional and familiar residential building types given the 
relatively unsophisticated tastes and wnsewative attitude that characterized the bulk of their 
clientele. Win, Siebert and Hdsey manifested this same design synthesis in other 
conzernporaneous residential commissions in Hope, most notably the R.M. Briant residence, 
This design also displays the tendency to combine essentially conservative and traditional 
floor plans with more ""modern" ornament and details to enhance the status of the design, 
and that of the owner thereby. Though more simple than the Briant House, the Foster House 
neversheless exhibits this same tendency though its abundance of Prairie school-inspired 
mament, &tails and lighting applied to a ''foursquare" plan that maximizes the usefulness 
of all the included square footage. 

It is for these reasons that the Foster House stands as the finest example in its neighborhood 
of this particular type, of house design, and hence is eligible under Crikrion C with local 
signx1cance. 
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A Commemorm!e History of Hope, Arkamas, 11875-1975, (Hope, Arkansas, 1974). 

P r d e  School Architecme, Sndies from 'The Western Architect, " adi ted and introduced by 
H. Allen Brooks, (Toronto, 1975), pp. ix-xviii. 
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